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construction, 113
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general process hazards, 497
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mechanical seal, 140
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valve packing adjustment, 131
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Integral response, 624
Ionizing radiation, 495
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Level control, 622
Load bearing, 16
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Measure of severity, 512
Measured variable, 619
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Media, 137
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Method for safety analysis, 528
Microbial corrosion, 441
Microfiltration (MF), 94
MRI, 463–664
shielding, 463–664
Minimum allowable temperature, 452
Minimum ignition energy, 495
Minimum metal temperature, 452
Mixers, 5, 123
Mixing, 681–682
Modes, control, 625
Molecular weight cutoff (MWCO), 90
Multiloop control, 629
Multiple feed processes, 622
Nitrogen, 442
Nondestructive testing, 438
Normal distribution curve, 424
Normal force, 417
Oxidation, 425
Oxidizing agents, 425
Observables, 506
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Oil analysis, 438
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Open loop method, 627
Open-blade turbine, 683
Operability study, 501
Operability study and hazard, 502
Operating manual, 540
Operating systems, 540
Optical policy, 553
O-ring, 463
metal, 118
self energizing metal, 118
Oxidation, 425
Oxidizing agents, 425
Packing, 136
beaded, 126
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construction, 128
gland, 125
materials, 126
selection, 129
Partial fatigue, 670
Particle size, 428
Pavement, 418
Payback period, 30
Penning, 421
Performance monitoring, 438
PID chart, 160
pH scale, 159
Phase media, 669
PID, 619
Pipe, 5, 467
design, 6
external corrosion, 51
internal corrosion, 52
maintenance, 58
material, 48
network, 48
strength, 46
supports, 480, 482–483
toughness, 46
weakening, 48
Pipeline, 467, 468
flange joint, 120
mechanical integrity, 6
movements, 149
Pitched-blade turbine, 683
Pitting corrosion, 441
Pitting development, 425
Plant history, 656, 670
Plant modification, 554–555
Plant safety optimization, 553, 555
Plug, 520
Point of inflection, 622
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Poisson ratio, 459
Polymerization, 428
Polytetrafluoroethylene, 110, 114
Potential causes, 415
Potential failure effects, 415
Potential failure modes, 415
Powdered activated carbon (PAC), 94
Pre-startup safety review, 564
Predictive maintenance, 414, 438
Pressure, 428, 467
external, 468, 470, 471, 477, 482, 485
internal, 470–472, 475, 481–482, 484–485
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Pressure gauge, 669
forward-acting, 665
operating ratio, 667
reverse-acting, 666
Pressure relief valve, 665
Pressure vessel, design, 6
Preventative maintenance, 414
Primary control, 420
Pumping, 319
Procedure, 543
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Process component performance criteria, 6
Process compressors, 5
Process control, 6
Process control monitoring systems, 540
Process control system function, 540
Process equipment operation, 4
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Process hazard analysis checklist, 570
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Process measurement, 6
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Process safety management, 559
Process simulation, 6
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Progression of ductile fracture, 422
Project hazard analysis, 565
Property changes, 423
Proportional response, 624
Proportionality limit, 419
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Qualitative risk analysis, 505
Quantitative assessment, 500
Quarter wave decay, 625
Radiation resistance, 127
Rate of fatigue, 421
Rate of pressure rise, 518
Ratio control, 632
from another loop, 632
modes, 623
reaction, 467, 478, 483
Reactive maintenance, 414
Reactors, 123
Redesign, 315
Reliability, 534, 536, 557
Remediation cost, 534
Repair, 542
Report, 565–566
Requirements, 620
Residual stress, 459
Response, 621
dead time, 621
lags, 621
process, 620
sensor, 620
steady-state, 620
Retrofitting pilot, 542
Retrofitting, 315
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Revaluation, 566
Reverse action, 624
Reverse osmosis (RO), 95
Risk analysis, 503
Risk assessment, 500, 578
Risk characterization, 500
Risk measure method, 562
Risk of fire, 516
Risk parameters modeling, 533
Root cause, 430
Rotating drum, 23
Rotation speed, 18
Rubber, 107
compression set, 116
elongation, 116
modulus of elasticity, 116
properties, 151
resilience, 116
sheet, 114
tensile strength, 115
Rushton turbine, 683
Safe plant operation, 543, 545
Safe processing, 538
Safety and economy, 539
Safety and reliability, 557
Safety factor, 665
Safety maintenance, 543
Safety management, 526, 527
Safety rating, 511
Sampling, 543–544
Sampling with vacuum, 544
Scale, 306
Scavenger, 324
Scenario, 506–507
Scrubber system, 153
Seal(s)
balanced, 135
barrel fluid, 140–141
bellows, 135
buffer fluid, 140
buffer system, 140
construction, 113
double mechanical, 135, 140
flushing fluid, 141
inflatable, 116
lip, 135
mechanical face type, 134
metal C-seal, 118–119
pusher, 135
rotary, 135
spring energized, 118
stationary, 135
tandem mechanical, 140
Sealing, 10, 467
Sealing devices, 5, 107
Sealing surface, 119
Seal failure, 45
Selection, sealing devices, 157
Self-unloading, 7
Sensors, 654
Sempipaste, 316
Sodium bas fluoride (SBS), 94
Sodium metabas fluoride (SBMBS), 96
Seed criterion, 667
Solvaid, 320–321
Solid lubricants, 128
Sorting, 6, 16, 20–22, 26
Sources of deposit formation, 427
Sources of failure, 416
Soya bean plant, 532–533
Special hazard, 490
Special process hazards, 497
Speed rating-packing, 130
Spline, 440
Spring force, 417
Stainless steel, 442
Steady-state creep, 420
Steam, 397, 313, 305
Steam traps, 5
Step polymerization, 427
Storage tanks, 5
Strain, 418
Strain vs. time creep, 420
Strength, 418
Stress, 418, 467
allowable, 468–470, 472, 479, 486
analysis, 450, 467, 469, 479
axial, 469, 470, 485
bearing, 483
bending, 471, 480–481, 483, 486
circumferential, 467, 469, 470, 472, 485
cracking, 468
concentration, 470, 474, 480, 481
corrosion, 467, 468
creep, 470
formula, 472
general, 468
global, 478
hoop, 469
intensity, 480–481, 486
limit, 469
local, 478–480
longitudinal, 470, 472
maximum, 479, 485
membrane, 468, 480–481, 483, 485
occasional, 470
peak, 480
primary, 468, 470, 479, 480, 485
radial, 470
secondary, 470, 479
shear, 479
tangential, 470, 471
torsional, 485, 486
Stress corrosion cracking, 53
Stress intensity factor, 450
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Stuffing box, 125
Support, 468, 470, 471, 475, 478, 481–484
Surface limit, 120
serrated, 124
Symptom, 508, 563
Systematic safety analysis, 506–507

Taking advantage of failure, 415
Temperature, 423
Temperature limits, metals, 111
Temperature measurement, 438
Temperature range, 656
Tensile creep, 419
Tensile strength, 464
Tension force, 418
Tertiary creep, 418
Test report, 543
Thermal analysis, 414
Thermal shock, 424
Thermometers
bimetallic, 653
infrared, 655
liquid-filled glass, 653
resistance, 653
thermocouple, 654
Tooth disk, 683
Toughness, 419
Toughness, 419
Toxicology, 490
Transmembrane pressure (TMP), 90
Transport, 6, 7, 12, 13, 22, 24, 27
Troubleshooting expansion joint, 156
mechanical seals, 146
True elastic, 419
True elastic limit, 419
Turbulence, 661
Typical crystal lattice structure, 422
Ultimate strength, 459
Ultrafiltration (UF), 90
Ultrasonic analysis, 414
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Upgrading, 315
Upper and lower yield points, 419
Vacuum, 495
Valves, 121–124, 445
actuator, 122
packing, 131
Velocity, 663–664
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Vessel, 467, 681–682
pressure, 467–468, 470–472, 474, 481–482
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Vibration analysis, 414
VisiMix, 681
Volatile substance, 513
Voltage, 321
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Waste water diagnostic system, 553, 555
Water system
circulating, fresh, 153
circulating, salt, 153
condensate, 153
service, nuclear, 153
Water waste treatment, 553–554
water, ultra-pure, 154
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Wearying, 36
Weld, 440
Welded pipe, 45
Welding, 308
Wetted parts, 669
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Yield strength, 459
Yield stress, 419
Young modulus, 459

Ziegler–Nichols tuning, 626
closed loop, 628
open loop, 627